
• January saw quite a fair bit of volatility, overall summed up as a retracement of the short
USD trade that was a major theme since Q4 2020, prompted by Democrats winning the 2
senate seats in the Georgia run-off election. Market started to price in increasing odds of
reflation theme, big fiscal stimulus and bond purchase tapering by the FOMC. Else, equity
markets also had a volatile ride unexpected surge in some beaten down stocks (Gamestop,
AMC) triggered a brief sell off as investors liquidated other positions to cover losses.

• The UST curve initially steepened on the Georgia election, with the 10 year and 30 year
yields increasing by 20-30 bps to 1.14% and 1.89% area by 12th January before turning range
bound over the course of the month. USD as mentioned turned broadly stronger.
Commodities returned mixed, with Brent crude remaining strong on Saudi’s voluntary
production cuts while gold dropped 4.5% on the stronger USD.

• Asian currencies generally held up better in January, moving within 1% appreciation or
depreciation against the USD except for the KRW, which underperformed. Asian Credit
return was flat due to rising rates and tight valuations; JPM JACI returned 0% with IG and
HY returning -0.04%% and 0.15% respectively. We kept our tactical portfolio allocation,
with Fixed Income at around 70% while Equities/Gold held at 25-30%, expressing our view
of potential re-rating of stocks in other sector as the economy continues to recover in 2021.
Hence, we have done some switch trade in Asian equities but kept Gold exposure steady.

• For Gold, the prices remain biased to the upside despite correcting from USD 1950 levels on
Georgia senate elections as investors unwind short USD positions on higher fiscal spending,
faster inflation rise that may prompt a rethink in the current easy monetary policy stance.

• A “Blue wave” or not, USD is projected to enter into the new down cycle given the all time
high in Fed’s Balance sheet size, lower for longer policy rates and negative real yields. We
believe this will be eventual positive for Gold as an asset class for diversification.
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1. How did the Fund perform recently?
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2. What are the factors that influenced the performance?

January

2021
Year-to-date 1-Year

Ann. Since 

Inception
2020

MFIF MYR 1.67% 1.67% 8.55% 4.86% 5.13%

BENCHMARK* MYR 1.45% 1.45% 9.78% 7.12% 7.23%

MFIF AUD H 1.02% 1.02% 9.20% 6.24% 6.29%

MFIF MYR H 1.22% 1.22% 10.80% 7.38% 7.44%

MFIF SGD H 1.16% 1.16% 9.63% 6.21% 6.13%

MFIF USD 1.20% 1.20% 10.04% 6.79% 6.72%

BENCHMARK* 0.77% 0.77% 10.99% 9.30% 8.99%

*Benchmark: 70% Maybank 12-month FD rate + 30% MSCI Asia Pacific Ex- Japan Index

• As of 31st January 2021, the fund is up 1.20% for USD class and 1.22% for MYRH class for the year.

• Allocation in January was 63.5% of NAV in Fixed Income, 20.9% in Equities, 10.5% in Gold and 5.1% in 

cash and equivalents. 

Source: Maybank Asset Management Singapore, 31st January 2021

Top Contributors (FI)

1. FTLNHD 7 ½ 12/16/21
2. INDYIJ 8 ¼ 1022/25
3. WSTP 5 PERP

Top Detractors (FI)

1. AREIT 3 PERP
2. SINTEC 4.1 PERP
3. SRENVX 3 ½ 07/03/35

Top Contributors (EQ)

1. CHINA MEDICAL SYSTEM HOLDING
2. LENOVO GROUP LTD
3. KWG LIVING GROUP HOLDINGS LT

Top Detractors (EQ)

1. LI NING CO LTD
2. KOSSAN RUBBER INDUSTRIES
3. SHIMAO GROUP HOLDINGS LTD



Disclaimer: This brochure is a brief description of the Fund and is not exhaustive. Investors are advised to request, read and understand the prospectus of the Fund before deciding to invest. The
prospectus for Maybank Flexi Income Fund dated 28 November 2019 and its supplementaries if any (“Prospectus”) has been registered/deposited with the Securities Commission Malaysia ("SC"),
who takes no responsibility for its contents. A copy of the Prospectus can be obtained at our office or at our distributor's branches. Units will only be issued on receipt of an application form
referred to in and accompanying the Prospectus. Investors are again advised to read and understand the content of the Prospectus before investing. Among others, Investors should consider the
fees and charges involved. The price units and distribution made payable, if any, may go down as well as up. The past performance of the Fund should not be taken as indicative of its future
performance.
SC’s approval or authorisation, or the registration, lodgement or submission of the Prospectus does not amount to nor indicate that the SC has recommended or endorsed the Fund or the
advertisement nor reviewed this brochure.
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3. Strategy & Positioning

EQUITIES

• In 2021, we believe that equity markets will be supported by
the improving underlying economics as the vaccine is rolled
out progressively. In particular within Asia, ASEAN should
benefit more as these countries have the more cyclical old
economy and show the greatest improvement .The degree of
improvement for North Asia will be less as these countries like
Taiwan, China and Korea have been less impacted by COVID-
19.

• The real economy has already seen some improvement but in
the near term we will see some bumps. News of vaccines are
good news but it will still take time for the vaccines to be
administered to the general population. For the moment, it
appears that COVID-19 cases and deaths are surging again in
many countries and are even surpassing the levels seen earlier
in the year. There is certainly fatigue in certain countries as
people are no longer able to abide by the social distancing and
mask guidelines to limit the spread of COVID-19.

• The Biden Presidency is likely to see a more multi-lateral
approach of foreign relations. Therefore, we are likely to see a
less antagonistic approach with China although pressure on
China will still be maintained. This will be positive for Asia and
we expect less unilateral actions against Chinese companies.

4. Quick Snapshot

FIXED INCOME

• 2021 will be a year of Goldilocks for Asian credits and
currencies. We are bullish in 1H 2021 and are likely to turn
cautious on 2H. We prefer High yield over Investment grade
as we expect the US Treasury curve to steepen. Sector wise,
we like renewable and Chinese properties.

• We also like selective banks T2 and T1 paper in Thailand. In
the High grade space we like India, Middle East and
Australia. We like Middle East next year as their bonds still
offer 20-30 bps pick up over Asia. With Oil prices set to
recover and the expected truce between Qatar and Saudi,
it will be positive for Middle East bonds.

• We are very bearish USD in 1H 2021 and like INR, MYR,
THB, SGD and AUD. Most of the Asian countries have high
nominal and real yields compared to the developed
markets. However except for Indonesia, we prefer short
duration bonds as we expect curve to steepen.

Sector Allocation Total Portfolio Exposure 

Source: Maybank Asset Management Singapore, 31st January 2021


